Post Office Box 1526 • Sacramento, CA • 95812 • (916) 444-0022

November 4, 2013
Don Lockhart, Assistant Executive Officer
Sacramento Local Agency Formation Commission
1112 I Street, #100
Sacramento, CA 95814
Email:don.lockhart@saclafco.org
Re: Elk Grove Sphere of Influence Amendment Final Environmental Impact Report
Dear Mr. Lockhart,
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Environmental Council of Sacramento,
Habitat 2020, the Sierra Club, and the California Native Plant Society. We incorporate
herein by reference our previous comments on the original DEIR and RDEIR, and the
current and previous comments of all other parties who have commented on these
documents, including those of Friends of the Swainsons Hawk. We remain in opposition to
the both the Elk Grove Sphere of Influence Amendment request, and the Regional
Enhanced Alternative recommendation.
Technical CEQA issues aside, we are in a time of climate uncertainty, in which the region has
developed a plan for transportation and land use to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which this
proposal directly challenges. We are in a time where debate over restoration of the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta has put sharp focus on the uncertainty of future water supplies. We are in a
time just after an almost catastrophic collapse of the housing market, pointing to needed changes
in our housing stock and development patterns, and the end of the era of believing that “build it
and they will come.” We are in a time when the region has committed to being the "Farm to
Fork" capital of the country, an effort for which the loss of the agricultural land in question
would be a detriment. We are in a time when, after more than two decades of development, the
South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan is nearing conceptual completion, for which the
area in question will also be critically integral for its successful implementation. In the broader
context of these challenges that face our region, the approval of the SOI expansion request by
Elk Grove is grossly irresponsible at this time. No expansion of any size has been justified, we
and urge LAFCo to deny the SOI amendment request.
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What follows is a brief summary of major themes re-emphasizing our critique of the proposal, as
well as specific points on the responses provided in the FEIR to our previous comments on the
RDEIR:
General Comment on Master Responses and Biological Resources Responses:
Suffice it to say, we largely disagree with the FEIR responses to our comments on the RDEIR.
Rather than rehash our concerns in light of these responses, we largely elect, with a few
exceptions, to allow our original comments to stand for the record.
MTP/SCS Consistency and Justification for the Expansion Amendment:
We appreciate the clarification in the FEIR that the SOI expansion request is inconsistent with
the adopted Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
(MTP/SCS). We also appreciate the edit of mitigation measure MM POP-1a to include the
condition that any future annexation must demonstrate consistency with the MTP/SCS. While
we applaud LAFCo's commitment to SCS compliance, we feel that it is unreasonable to postpone
consideration of SCS consistency to the annexation stage.
MTP/SCS consistency must be a condition of SOI amendments.
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) has stated in its letter to LAFCo dated
May 13th, 2013, that some additional growth outside of the current city limits is foreseen by the
Blueprint. The Blueprint, however, operates with a time horizon of 2050 and beyond, while the
MTP/SCS analysis clearly indicates no anticipated need for any growth beyond current City
boundaries by 2035. The SOIA EIR's analysis, and the City of Elk Grove's own market study,
demonstrates no need for expansion, nor do they contradict SACOG's determinations. We feel
that the 20 to 25 year time horizon of the MTP/SCS is a perfectly appropriate threshold for
consideration of SOI amendments, and as there has been no demonstrated need for expansion in
that timeframe, no SOI amendment of any size should be granted.
We strongly agree with the City of Elk Grove and SACOG that an improved jobs-housing
balance would be good for the community of Elk Grove, and for regional traffic congestion and
air quality, but again we emphasis that there is ample time and room within the 3000 to 5000
acres of vacant developable land within the current City limits to do so before seeking further
expansion. The City is currently planning its 1,200 acre Southeast Study Area, immediately
north of Krammerer Road and bordering on the defunct Promenade Mall (Lent Ranch). The City
can easily plan that entire 1,200 acres for employment centers. Part of the Lent Ranch planning
area could also be used for employment centers --- it is unrealistic at this point to expect that
there will even be sufficient market demand to support retail development of this entire planning
area within the City's current boundaries in the foreseeable future.
Please see Attachment B (and supporting documents, Attachments 1-5) for our needs analysis,
and our determination that no need has been justified for expansion.
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Water Supply:
The environmental review does not accurately represent the anticipated uses of Zone 40 water.
The Final EIR clarifies that cumulative water supply impacts have been determined to be
significant and unavoidable (FEIR, 2-21), and also includes the clarification that "the RDEIR
conservatively assumed that growth beyond [SCWA] projections could occur, such as additional
growth in Sacramento County, and that there could be a shortfall under cumulative conditions,
(FEIR, 2-20). This brief comment, however, grossly understates the reality of the anticipated
uses of Zone 40 water.
To clarify, the Elk Grove SOI environmental review uses supply and demand analysis from the
Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA) 2010 Zone 41 Urban Water Management Plan
(UWMP) which estimates that in 2035 there will be almost a 32,000 acre feet annual (AFA)
excess in supply in Zone 40 (and so would be the most likely supplier to the SOI area) (RDEIR,
3-16-29, tables 3-16-1,2). But the 2010 UWMP does not consider the analysis of the Sacramento
County General Plan Update adopted in 2011, which opened almost 20,000 acres of new growth
areas, and estimated a Zone 40 shortfall of almost 5,000 AFA at build out of the plan, (County
GP FEIR, table WS-29). The FEIR continues to ignore this extremely large discrepancy--despite
the fact that one very large project, Cordova Hills, has already been approved, along with five
other Jackson corridor projects in active planning, in this new growth area served by Zone 40.
Please see Attachment A for excerpts of the County General Plan EIR, which provide this
missing analysis.
In response to our previous comments noting this discrepancy, the FEIR states that "LAFCo is
not required to prepare a project-level water demand analysis of each of the general plans within
SCWA’s service area..."and that "(a) more detailed analysis of other general plans would not
change the conclusions of the RDEIR," (FEIR, 2-20). While project-level analysis may not be
warranted, the EIR authors' continued assertion that LAFCo need not consider the general planlevel analysis of the primary municipality in the SCWA service area is very disturbing. The
County's Zone 40 analysis is the most current and accurate available, and its consideration would
indeed lead to different questions and conclusions.
The most significant question for LAFCo should be whether there is sufficient water to provide
for buildout of the SOIA and the buildout of already approved general plans in the SCWA
service area, consistent with the adopted Water Forum agreement for conjunctive use of surface
water and groundwater to maintain a long term safe groundwater yield. Analysis in the
Sacramento County General Plan Update EIR concludes that there is not enough surface water
supply available to SCWA to meet Urban Service Area buildout alone. Thus, approval of the
SOIA would lead to development that would only increase the shortfall. LAFCo fails to give
serious consideration to the implications of approving the eventual urbanization of land that will
lead to water demand in excess of available safe yield supply of ground water. Deferring these
considerations to the annexation stage with the proposed conditions is irresponsible and
inconsistent with its obligation under CEQA.
The FEIR asserts that mitigation measure (MM USS-1) solves this problem, by requiring "that
any water purveyor in the proposed SOIA Area is a signatory to the Water Forum Successor
Effort and that water be provided in a manner that ensures no overdraft will occur..." and
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requiring "that future development demonstrate that an adequate water supply exists prior to
annexation," (FEIR, 2-20,21). Again, these measures are fundamentally inadequate because
neither the Water Forum nor LAFCo has the ability to enforce these conditions after annexation.
Presumably the County intends to build out their adopted General Plan, and consideration of the
County's analysis would lead to the necessary conclusion that there is not water available in Zone
40 to consider any future extension of service outside of the Urban Services Boundary to the
SOIA area.

Biological Resources
General Comment on Master Response 1 – Level of Analysis
Master Response 1 asserts that the level of analysis of biological resources was adequate for this
SOIA since no change in land use will result with approval.
However, given the reality that the approval of the SOIA would likely result in dramatically
increased land prices within the boundaries of the SOIA and on parcels outside of the SOI but
adjacent to or otherwise in the vicinity, this would make acquisitions for conservation infeasible,
essentially removing the possibility of affordable conservation in a huge swath of very
biologically rich lands. An example is the dramatic escalation in the price of farmland in the
Natomas Basin after the City and County of Sacramento entered into the “Joint Vision for
Natomas”, a non-binding MOU that was not even an SOI. Given this probable outcome, and the
substantial impact this would have on species that utilize lands within and near the proposed
SOIA area, it is clearly “reasonably feasible” that a more robust and complete analysis of
available data is contemplated in assessing the true extent of impacts. It is “reasonable” to
expect this because of the negative impact on possibilities for conservation in the area (and the
impact that will have on myriad species), and it is clearly “feasible” with many of the additional
sources to consult for this analysis already having been provided by us and others in our
comment letters on the RDEIR.
The irony of assuming a “maximum impact” with minimal consideration given to the biological
resources at stake is paradox personified.
Proposed Mitigation Measures Are Unenforceable and Illusory
A number of proposed Mitigation Measures were revised in the FEIR to state that: “To mitigate
impacts on [name of resource], prior to the submittal of any application to annex all or part of the
SOIA Area, the City of Elk Grove shall demonstrate to LAFCo, through policy or adopted
planning documents, that [action that would reduce impacts on the affected resource.]” This or
similar language are the operative provisions of Mitigation Measures AES-3, AES-4, AG-1,
AIR-1, AIR-2, AIR-5, AIR-6, AIR-7, BIO 1a, BIO-1b, BIO-2, BIO-5, CUL-1, CU-2, CUL-3,
GEO-1, HAZ-4, HYD-3, HYD-4a, HYD 4-b, and POP 1-a. These revised Mitigation Measures
are at FEIR pp. 4-1 through 4-14, (“Errata”).
Notably, the FEIR contains no requirement that the City retain and implement these
LAFCo-required policies and planning documents after annexation of the SOI area, and
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the City has not agreed to do so. Presuming that the City adopts the LAFCo-required policies
and planning documents prior to annexation, the City is free to rescind or modify these
LAFCo-required policies or planning documents after annexation. For that reason, the
mitigation measures listed above are illusory, speculative, and unenforceable after annexation of
the SOI area. LAFCo lacks the authority to require that the City seek LAFCo approval for
modification of any of the LAFCo-required policies and planning documents after annexation, or
to sanction City for unpermitted modification or rescission of LAFCo-required policies or
planning documents after annexation. LAFCo lacks authority to regulate land use within the
proposed SOI area after it is annexed, and could not rescind approval of annexation.
MM BIO-1a (C) states that at the time of submittal of an application for annexation, the “City
shall participate in the South Sacramento County HCP or shall require preparation of a Habitat
Conservation Management Plan . . .”; and that “City shall . . . obtain approval of the HCMP
from CDFW and USFWS..” (FEIR, pp. 4-6, 4-7 of FEIR.)
However MM-BIO-1a does not require that the South Sacramento HCP actually be completed
and approved by USFWS, CDFW, and the County by the date of City’s submission of an
application for annexation; it only provides that Elk Grove participate in the South Sacramento
HCP. “Participate” is a vague term that can be construed to mean that Elk Grove must be
participating in the drafting of the SSCHCP at time of annexation but it need not be adopted and
approved by USFWS, CDFW, Elk Grove, and the County before the date of annexation.
Likewise, MM BIO-1a states that Elk Grove must require preparation and implementation of a
Habitat Conservation Management Plan by the date of City’s submittal of application for
annexation. It does not require that the HCMP must be completed and approved by USFWS,
CDFW, and County prior to date of submittal of City’s application for annexation.
In either instance, LAFCo lacks authority to require City to complete an HCMP or continue to
participate in the SSCHCP after approval of annexation, nor would LAFCo have authority to
require that an HCMP incorporate the measures of BIO-1a(C) after annexation.
As an example of the unenforceability of LAFCo-required mitigation measures after annexation,
one need look no further than Folsom’s decision to not implement its adopted plan to obtain
Sacramento River surface water from Natomas Central Mutual Water Company via the Freeport
Diversion. Instead, Folsom is now looking to sources that were previously deemed unacceptable
prior to LAFCo’s approval of Folsom’s SOI and subsequent annexation of the Folsom Special
Planning Area. Presently, Folsom intends to use water conservation in the existing City to free
supply to the annexation area, despite a city referendum that required new water sources be
acquired for the annexation. This is entirely contrary to the supply that was conditioned, and then
approved, by LAFCo.
MM BIO 1c, proposed mitigation for loss of foraging habitat of Swainson’s Hawk, other
raptors, and Greater Sandhill Crane is speculative and unenforceable because that
mitigation measure allows payment of a fee in lieu of preservation of mitigation habitat
prior to development.
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The RDEIR, MM BIO-1c (mitigation for loss of foraging habitat for Swainson’s Hawk, other
raptors, and Greater Sandhill Crane, at a ratio of one acre preserved for each acre impacted),
states that the preservation should occur prior to onset of development activities that would cause
the impact. (DEIR p. ES-17.) However at the next page, DEIR ES-18, MM BIO-1c says that if
it is infeasible to acquire the necessary easements prior to annexation and development, the City
will apply its impact fee mitigation program to acquire the required mitigation conservation
easements at an unspecified time in the future. Obviously the provision on page ES-18
contradicts the provision on DEIR p. ES-17. The determination that it may be “infeasible” to
acquire necessary easements would be made by the City, at the City’s sole discretion.
In fact the City’s current impact fee mitigation ordinance authorizes payment of a fee in lieu of
preservation prior to development only for projects of less than 40 acres (Elk Grove Code 16.130
et seq.). Projects of 40-acres or more must currently provide the necessary mitigation easement
prior to development. LAFCo conditions of approval, however, do not prevent the City from
modifying its fee mitigation ordinance after annexation to allow payment of fees in lieu of land
for projects of any size.
Until 2006, Elk Grove’s mitigation fee program allowed payment of a mitigation fee for projects
of any size at the time of project development. The amount of the mitigation fee was intended to
be sufficient to acquire, at an unspecified time after development, conservation easements at the
ratio of one acre of land preserved for each acre developed. In practice, escalating land prices
made it impossible to accurate predict the actual cost of acquiring mitigation land at some time
after the fee was paid, and the fee proved grossly inadequate to acquire the intended conservation
easements. As a result, Elk Grove’s mitigation program incurred a very large deficit of
mitigation land required but never acquired. After Friends of the Swainson’s hawk informed the
City that its failure to mitigate violated the California Environmental Quality Act, the City
adopted its current Swainson’s Hawk Mitigation Ordinance, which requires that developers
provide conservation easements approved by the City and CDFW prior to development of
projects of 40 acres or more, and pay a fee to buy conservation easements to mitigate for projects
of less than 40 acres.
There is no reason to believe that payment of mitigation fees in lieu of acquisition of
conservation easements prior to start of a project’s development would work any better than the
former failed fee program of the City. See the letter of Friends of the Swainson’s Hawk
responding to the FEIR.
Analysis of the Effectiveness of Proposed Mitigation Measures
With no analysis, how can the mitigation measures make assertions such as a 1:1 mitigation ratio
is the only feasible ratio to address unavoidable impacts to greater sandhill crane and Swainson’s
hawk. The FEIR fails to state the basis or rationale for this conclusion. The SOIA was expected
to remain agricultural land largely suitable for purchase of Swainson’s Hawk conservation
easements for habitat by the Elk Grove Swainson’s Hawk Mitigation Program and the
Sacramento County Swainson’s Hawk Mitigation Program. The present work on the SSHCP has
been hung up on the feasibility of mitigation land acquisition issue for Swainson’s hawks and
greater sandhill cranes. (See DFW response to RDEIR, May 20,2013, pg 61).
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Upland forage for Greater Sandhill Cranes
The Final EIR’s acknowledges that upland foraging areas in the SOIA area are an important
concern for greater sandhill crane (and it should be noted to many other species that were not
considered in the RDEIR). However, committing to an as yet undisclosed amount of acquisition
of upland foraging lands does not adequately address the problem. The FEIR must provide a
more scientific quantification of the amount of upland foraging lands. A reasonable approach
must start with a bio-energetic assessment of food requirements for wintering greater sandhill
cranes, coupled with zoogeographic modeling of likely upland forage areas available during
cyclical flood events. The results of this analysis would drive the amount of acquisition needed
within the SOIA boundary, as well as other areas. The same comment applies to the upland
forage areas required to sustain Swainson’s Hawks in the area.

Findings
The findings correctly determine that there are significant and unavoidable biological impacts of
the adoption of the SOIA area - whether for 8000 acres or the 4000 acre alternative - even with
the mitigation proposed.
Information Document
The FEIR fails as an information document because it does not adequately explain the
environmental impacts that will not be mitigated if the project is approved by LAFCo. Nor does
it adequately address the significance of the findings of “significant and unavoidable impacts” to
the statutory responsibilities of LAFCo.
In conclusion, we do agree that it would benefit the City and region for Elk Grove to improve its
job-housing balance, but also feel the City has at least two decades of planning to improve it's
employment sector within the 3000 to 5000 acres of undeveloped land within its current City
boundary before any expansion would be warranted.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Rick Guerrero,
ECOS President

Rob Burness,
Habitat2020 Co-chair
www.ecosacramento.net
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Carol Witham,
California Native Plant Society
Sacramento Valley Chapter President

Jude Lamare,
President, Friends of the Swainson's Hawk

Sean Wirth,
Sierra Club Sacramento Group
and Motherlode Chapter Conservation Chair
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Elk Grove’s Sphere of Influence Request
The Question of Need
November 3, 2013
Prepared by Robert Burness
The matter of need is central to approving the SOIA request. LAFCo Policy Section V.I.5
requires that: “An applicant for an amendment to a Sphere of Influence must demonstrate a
projected need or lack of need for service.”
The following pages examine a number of aspects regarding the need for the SOIA. They
demonstrate that the need for growth prior to 2035 is not supported by the facts and that the
analysis in the Municipal Service Review and Staff Report is distorted and misleading.

1. Regional Vs. Local Growth Projections
a. Regional Growth Projections Must Be the Benchmark for Evaluating the Need
for Elk Growth to Expand. ECOS argues that the discussion on need for additional land
to accommodate projected growth should use the adopted regional MTP/SCS for 2035.
This is important because SACOG’s projections represent an allocation of projected
regional growth that takes into account many factors, including land supply within the
entire region. It is a top-down approach to population projections, beginning with overall
state growth forecast that is broken down to regional and county growth projections.
Imagine on the other hand a bottom up approach--if every city made its own growth
projections, much as Elk Grove did in its market study--and how realistic the aggregate
numbers would be in representing the region’s growth.
b. There Is Adequate Vacant Land in Elk Grove to Meet 2035 Regional Projections.
The MTP/SCS for 2035 projects that Elk Grove will need an additional 16,922 housing
units and 19,189 employees to meet its share of the region’s growth. These projections
reflect support for modestly increasing the job/housing balance for Elk Grove (from 0.6
today to 0.7 in 2035). Appendix E-3 of the MTP includes an analysis of how SACOG
projects that growth will be accommodated within the existing City (Attachment 1).
Still, it is worthwhile to take a close look at Elk Grove’s own projections and demand Analysis
in its Market Study.

2. Elk Grove’s Population Projections Are Inflated
2a. Elk Grove’s Own Market Study Population Projections Are Not Justified. Page
75 of the Elk Grove Market Study says that “population projections were derived base on
the application of annualized SACOG population growth projections used for the 2035
MTP to the estimated 2009 population levels.” But accompanying Figure 52 gives a 2029
projection of 193,783 people in 67,316 households for Elk Grove. There is no
explanation of how they got this number other than “Economic & Planning System, Nov
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2010 estimates based on CA Dept of Finance, Population Estimates for Cities, Counties
and State and SACOG 2035 MTP Information.” The closest number that we can find is a
2035 projection of 192,889 published by SACOG in July 2008, titled “SACOG” 2035
Estimates” and available on the Web (Attachment 2). If this is the source, how it got
transmuted to a 2029 projection is not explained. So far as we are aware SACOG has not
identified a 2035 population in its currently adopted MTP/SCS.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the total 2029 households in Elk Grove’s
market study of 67,316 is reasonably close to SACOG’s regionally based projection of
66,014 new housing units for 2035. Therefore, the Market Study’s analysis of land
availability to meet this demand is approximate to the land required to meet SACOG’s
projected 2035 housing needs. We will get to that shortly.
2b. LAFCo’s Municipal Services Review Perpetuates the Inflated Population
Projection. The analysis of City of Elk Grove Projections on Page 3.0-2 of the Final
Municipal Services Review, July 2013 begins with this statement: “In calculating the
future needed acreage for the proposed sphere of Influence Amendment application, the
City utilized the household and employment growth projection number that are
established in the SACOG MTP/SCS 2035. The MTP/SCS 2035 was adopted by the
SACOG Board on April 19 2012….” However, it then presents the same population
projections in the Elk Grove Market Study and goes on to conflate the 2029 number to
2035 by adding the average annual growth (1555 people per year between 2021-2035) to
arrive at a 2035 projection of 212, 153. We can find no corresponding housing unit
demand for 2035 to go with this higher projection. But that is just the beginning of the
land demand fantasy confabulated by the City and included in the revised Municipal
Services Review in order to justify its exorbitant SOIA request (see below at 4).
2c. Elk Grove’s High Job Growth Scenario Compares Well with SACOG’s Job
Growth Projection. The Elk Grove Market Study identifies two scenarios for job growth
to 2029. The Low Land Use Consumption Scenario projected 13,607 new jobs by 2029.
The High Land Use Consumption, developed in consultation with SACOG, projected
20,915 new jobs by 2029. The scenarios were developed by aggregating employment
sector job growth, but the methodology is not otherwise explained. The results are
depicted in Figure 54 of the Market Study on page 76 (Attachment 3) Curiously, the 2009
baseline job numbers differ by about 4700 jobs, which raises some question about the
methodology.
Note that the high job figure is reasonably close to the MTP/SCS 2035 allocation of
19,189 new jobs for Elk Grove in 2035. As with housing units, Elk Grove’s 2029
projections correspond reasonably well with SACOG’s 2035 projections. The study
works as an analysis of 2035 need compared with available land supply.
However, it needs to be recognized that both of the low and the high growth projection
are very ambitious. The low scenarios is twice as fast as projected regional job growth
and the high scenario is three times as high as projected regional job growth. We very
much doubt that they are realistic. See additional discussion below.
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3. Job Growth and Jobs Housing Balance
We recognize and support the need for improving the job housing balance in urban Sacramento,
including Elk Grove. However, it is important to remember that a balance between jobs and
housing in a community that actually reduces miles travelled and reduces emissions is rather
more complicated. The relocation of employers to Elk Grove from other parts of the region,
which Elk Grove has publicized in recent announcements, may well not result in short or long
term net trip and VMT reductions. And the inherent disadvantage of locating at the southwest
edge of the urban area may undercut the potential benefits of the so called jobs-housing balance.
3a. Major Job Growth in Elk Grove is a Long Shot at Best
There are two considerations worth considering in more detail. First, what is the
likelihood that major new employment will actually occur? True, Elk Grove did see a
surge in employment during the 2000’s. But that was predominantly service industry
growth that followed the rapid expansion of housing during both the 1990’s and 2000’s.
That kind of employment growth is driven by new houses. Building new houses to
generate job growth is totally counterproductive to the idea of increasing the job to
housing ratio.
Major new employment at the very southwest edge of the urban area is constrained by the
fact that there is no housing or other urban infrastructure supportive of businesses in two
cardinal directions. The history South Sacramento and Elk Grove in particular is also not
encouraging. The County approved a major high tech center, on the order of 600 acres in
the 1980’s. It never materialized. Instead the area comprises a mix of residential,
commercial and institutional uses (City Hall for one). We would expect that the
employment that has located in this area is likely dominated by service employment and
is in proportion to the overall job housing balance of Elk Grove. A major mall
development has gone bankrupt—resurrecting that development will require tenants that
are willing to locate at the southwest edge of the region.
The discussion in the staff report suggests that more land in the SOIA will provide the
physical space to develop a long term strategy to attract new employment. This amounts
to a variation on the “if you build it they will come” theme—if you provide the zoning it
will yield jobs. The region, indeed the entire state, is replete with examples of ambitious
industrial parks that have languished for years.
3b. Major Job Growth in Elk Grove is of Questionable Regional Interest
The second, perhaps more important consideration is, Is major new job growth at the
fringe of Elk Grove in the regional interest? Expensive public transportation service will
be limited at the fringe. VMT for employee trips is likely to be higher than more centrally
located employment. And major job growth would in turn generate more pressure for
housing opportunities further to the south and more sprawling growth. We suspect that
underpinning Elk Grove’s current request is more the desire to provide the opportunity
for residential development south of the moribund mall to make it more economically
attractive to prospective tenants rather than it is to create a major new employment
center.
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4. Elk Grove Market Study Need Analysis
With projections established, the consultants proceeded to calculate how much land would be
required to meet the growth needs and compared those needs with available supply. They
concluded that demand exceeded available supply by 200 acres for Scenario 1 and 1422 acres in
Scenario 2.
4a Market Study Assumptions Reduce Gross Vacant Land by 43% to 2900 Net
Developable Acres
The City of Elk Grove provided the land supply data for the Market Study. We assume it is
accurate, reasonable and, with the lack of development activity over the last three years, still
reasonably current. The map and accompanying totals of vacant land in Figure 56 (see
Attachment 5) reveal that there are 5346 acres of vacant land in the City (1964 that are
vacant and entitled). However use of vacant land data by the consultants in the analysis
makes some arguable assumptions. Among these assumptions are that none of the 1046
vacant rural residential and estate residential land will build out. More importantly, of all the
remaining vacant land categories by planned use, the analysis assumes that only 50% of the
vacant land will develop within 25 years. On top of that, 15% of the remaining acres are
removed to account for development contingencies. The result is that the 5346 vacant acres is
trimmed to 2900 acres that are available for development. That represents a very hefty 43%
discount in going from gross to net vacant acres. Adding in vacant built space yields a net
developable acreage closer to the 3100 acres cited in the Market Study summary. This
process is summarized in Figures 57 and 58 of the Market Study and reproduced in
Attachment 5.
A February 29, 2011 Letter to LAFCo from SACOG Executive Director Mike McKeever
(Attachment 4) makes the following observations on these conservative assumptions and
other potential sources for accommodating growth that the study ignores:
•
•

•
•

•

The market study discounts 80% of vacant unentitled land as unlikely to develop fully.
The market study assumes very low residential densities for the high land consumption
scenario (Scenario 2), at approximately 6.5 dwelling units per acre on average city-wide,
which contributes substantially to the scenario’s higher land demand.
The market study assumes no redevelopment potential in its land supply analysis.
The market study land supply analysis assumes no re-designation of vacant land, either
from residential to employment or between employment designations. With no redesignation of land use assumed, the market study indicates that the employment acres in
shortest supply are for institutional and school uses, which are public, not private uses.
The market study arrives at land demand by adding an additional 20% of land capacity as
a land supply contingency. Of the additional land needed in Scenario 1 (low growth, high
intensity development), 100 percent of the 200 acre additional land supply is part of this
contingency. For Scenario 2 (high growth, low intensity development), about 53% of the
additional 1422 acre additional land supply is part of this contingency. It is worth noting
that this aspect of the land demand projections is different from SACOG’s land use
forecast, which must represent actual anticipated development.
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We can only conclude that these assumptions are designed to optimize the case for additional
land need. The contingency assumption alone eliminates the calculated need for additional
land in Scenario one and eliminates half of the calculated need for Scenario two. The whole
concept of prioritizing infill development, a key concept of smart growth, is that local
agencies need to be aggressive in their commitment to building out vacant acreage.
4b. Study Methodology Is Confusing, but Rational. The methodology used to apply the
employment and housing growth projections into land consumption is elaborate and not
immediately obvious. ECOS asked Elk Grove City Planning Staff for some assistance in
understanding how the numbers were derived. Their explanation is artfully illustrated in
Attachment 5). Although confusing, the consultant’s methodology does follow a discernible
rationale. It stands in notable contrast to the alternative rationale added to the revised
Municipal Service Review by Elk Grove staff.
4c. The Market Study Reveals Little or No Vacant Land Shortfall. A few key
conclusions can be drawn from this discussion: First the market study was an honest attempt
to assess the need for additional land to accommodate Elk Grove. Second, the 2029 time
horizon for the study led to demand projections that correspond relatively closely with the
MTP/SCS 2035 projections. Third, and most important, the conclusions of the study are that
the shortfall of land in the most likely scenario is a small fraction—2.5% to be precise—of
Elk Grove’s SOIA request, and even the very challenging high job growth scenario is only
1/8th of the request. Finally, with a few reasonable tweaks in the use assumptions, even these
shortfalls can be largely eliminated. In short, both SACOG and Elk Grove’s own Market
Study demonstrate that there is adequate supply to accommodate at least 20 years of
projected job and housing growth.

5. The July 2013 Municipal Service Review Presents Bogus New Need
Numbers
It is a surprise to see that LAFCo’s July 2013 update of the May 2008 Municipal Service Review
(MSR) includes new material on the need for additional acres for development. Perhaps the
consultant that the City hired to do its market study didn’t provide quite the case that Elk Grove
wanted. In any event the city has provided additional information seeking to justify the need for
the SOIA request. The population projection issue is discussed under point 2b above.
5a. Vacant Land Information Does Not Correspond to the Market Study
The MSR includes this discussion on vacant land: “…a current estimate of vacant land
available within the city is approximately 2,918 acres—see Table 3.0-4. The vacant land
estimate was based on 1) land inventory of the Laguna Ridge Specific Plan as of Spring
2008; 2) development assumptions based on the conceptual plan for the Southeast Policy
Area; 3) summary of approved development plans for the Sterling Meadows Policy area;
and 4) residential development assumptions for the Elk Grove Triangle Policy Area. An
additional 600 acres have been included to account for smaller undeveloped area.”
Table 3.0-4 identifies has two columns; there is no explanation as to what the numbers
mean. The four new growth areas identified above total 2318 acres (1812 plus 506 acres)
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as 1812 acres and other estimated smaller areas total 600 acres (500 plus 100 acres) for
the above 2918 acre total. This is 167 acres less than the 3100 acres identified on page iii
of the Market Study summary. There are no sources for the vacant land numbers and no
identifiable connection to the numbers in the Market Study.
5b. The City Dismisses Out of Hand the Potential for Increasing Infill Densities
Page 3.0-5 of the Municipal Service Review includes the following words:
“The notion of increasing the development densities on the city cannot be
accommodated as the infrastructure demand from increased densities of
developed areas most likely would exceed current capacities, and the cost of
upgrading such infrastructure would not be feasible…”
This statement is not supported by any information and the idea that the city could
increase planned development densities within its current limits is quickly dispensed.
Indeed, there most likely are opportunities to selective increase densities; but the City
seems disinclined to make the attempt. We think they should.
5c. The City Has Added a Completely New Land Demand Analysis Suggesting that
Demand is 450% Greater than its Prior Market Study
The new information on land demand beginning on page 3.0-6 of the MSR comes up
with a very different conclusion than the Market Study: a need for up to 6,415 acres
beyond the City limits to accommodate 2035 growth. That number is 450% more than the
1422 acres needed for the most optimistic scenario in the Market Study!
How do they do this? It is simple math, really, summarized in Table 3.0-5 of the MSR:
Step 1--take Existing Employment Land Acres (5,198 acres). Step 2—multiply by the
percent difference from 2008, that is, the ratio of projected new 2012-2035 employees to
total employees in 2035. Result: Employment Land Acreage Needed of 3508 acres. The
City determines the Dwelling Land Acreage Needed the same way (Existing Dwelling
land Acres,16,803 acres, multiplied by the percent difference from 2008 ) to arrive at a
need for 5825 acres. Add employment and dwelling unit needs to arrive at a total of 9333
acres needed to accommodate new growth. Subtract the vacant land estimate of 2918
acres and the City arrives at a need for 6328 acres beyond the City limits to accommodate
2035 growth.
Presumably the existing employment acres and existing dwelling unit acres come from
the City’s land database, but there is no further elaboration as to what is included in these
acreages. They likely include all residential acreage from 1 unit per acre on up. Similarly
the employment acreages may include public service lands, very low employment field
uses, gas storage tanks and other low intensity industrial lands. In other words, the City is
assuming that new growth will require the same distribution of uses and densities as
exists the entire existing City. Never mind that new urban growth in Elk Grove has not
does not and will not approximate the average densities of the existing City. Never mind
efficiencies of scale and space as the city grows. Never mind smart growth. There simply
is no defensible rationale for accepting the new need estimate as anything more than a
cynical effort to obfuscate the inconvenient conclusion of the Market Study.
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That LAFCo staff accepted this analysis and included it in the MSR without critical
review in either the MSR or the subsequent staff report is disappointing to say the least.

6. Staff Report Inadequately Evaluates Need and Offers Weak Conditions
6a. Staff Report Downplays Need Analysis.
The matter of need is central to approving the SOIA request. LAFCo Policy Section V.I.5
requires that: “An applicant for an amendment to a Sphere of Influence must demonstrate
a projected need or lack of need for service.”
Yet, the November 6 2013 LAFCo Staff Report on the Elk Grove SOIA makes scant note
of the need for new land beyond the City limits. It does provide over 7 pages of largely
irrelevant demographic data on Elk Grove. But as to need we find only this at page 32:
“The City anticipates that a portion of the increased employment numbers will be
accommodated in the SOIA Area.” And this additional discussion on page 49: “The
MSR notes that the 2013 population for the City is 159,074 and is projected to reach
212,153 by 2035. Additionally the number of employees in the city is estimated to
increase by 68% between 2008 and 2035 and the number of housing units by 35%. A
portion of the anticipated growth can be accommodated by the approximately 2,918 acres
of vacant lands within the city. However, increasing development densities in the City
would exceed current infrastructure capacities, and the coast of updating such
infrastructure would not be feasible. The staff report accepts these generalities without
further discussion or critical analysis.
With that it concludes that the applicant has adequately demonstrated need consistent
with the policy:
“The need for the SOIA has been demonstrated by evidence that creating
additional employment centers would improve the jobs-housing balance in the
City, while still allowing for orderly growth that addresses environmental and
municipal services issues. The Enhanced Regional Alternative SOI expansion
presents an appropriate balance between the City’s need to grow and LAFCo’s
responsibility to provide logical boundary changes and ensure orderly growth.”
(Staff Report, page 46)
6b. Recommended Conditions to Address Need Are Vague and Inadequate
Condition 3e requires that prior to annexation the City demonstrate that the annexation
will improve “the quantitative and qualitative job-housing balance within the entire
City…” It also requires that the City “demonstrate population and employment forecasts
and data” for the annexation area and that “annexation is necessary to create additional
employment centers close to housing and employment centers that matches the skills of
people who live in the region…” It requires demonstration of jobs-housing goals stated in
the MTP. And finally it requires the City to present specific implementation measures to
improve the job-housing balance within its boundaries.
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Condition 3r requires that the City demonstrate in its annexation application that it has
“provided or accommodated feasible infill development of existing urban lands before
annexing and developing new territory through adoption of infill policies.”
The conditions set no targets, thresholds or standards to determine what exactly meets the
terms. They leave it entirely up to the City to make the demonstration. The City is free to
make whatever assumptions it wants in attempting to justify its request. As the above
commentary amply suggests, the City’s and analysis and assumptions of need for the
SOIA are highly questionable. More importantly, at the time of annexation, the proposed
development will be only a plan and zoning, probably derived from a developer driven
process. That plan and zoning may not be a realistically achievable. The history of
Sacramento’s regional development is replete with projects that have promised great
things in order to get entitlements that have fallen far short of their promises. Condition
3r only requires the City to adopt policies regarding infill, not that it actually demonstrate
an infill result. And Elk Grove is free to change any policy or plan once LAFCo has
approved annexation and ceded authority to the City.
In short, these conditions in effect do nothing to ensure that infill be prioritized over
annexation, that the annexation will actually improve the jobs-housing balance, or
otherwise reconcile the fact that the City has not adequately demonstrated the need for
any new development beyond 2035.
6c. Need Is Not Justified by Comparative SOIA Size for Other Cities
The staff report gives much greater emphasis to the notion that Elk Grove deserves to
have an SOIA because, well, other jurisdictions have them. It focuses on the size of the
SOIA request in relation to the City’s city limits and compares them with the spheres of
influence for Folsom, Sacramento and Galt.
In making this comparison, it notes that the City of Citrus Heights has a coterminous
sphere because it is surrounded by urban development and Rancho Cordova has a a
coterminous sphere because it has a lot of vacant land already within its city limits. A
third city, Isleton also has a coterminous sphere, and that is because it is surrounded by
potentially floodable high value agricultural Delta lands, although the staff report doesn’t
so note.
But the “need” for Elk Grove to have a sphere of influence in order to make long term
plans for its future growth is not a justification under LAFCo policy. That policy
specifically requires a demonstration need for service.
There is another important point to be made here and that is cities don’t have to grow just
because there is available vacant land beyond their boundaries. If so then we would have
to assume that the entire County outside of the Delta should ultimately urbanize. Many
cities are landlocked by other development or by physical factors and they manage to do
fine economically. The major purpose of the County’s Urban Service Boundary
(USB)was to recognize that there are long term limits to the continued outward expansion
of the urban area that are dictated by physical boundaries, agricultural and resource
values and the increasing cost and difficulty of extending sewer and water service.
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There are important agriculture and habitat values associated with the lands
encompassing Elk Grove’s SOIA request. They were a significant factor in the
delineation of the USB by the County. It is entirely appropriate that resource values
dictate where cities should grow and not grow. That is part of the explicit mission of
LAFCo’s. We argue that these values are sufficient to trump the need for the City to
grow in the requested direction.

Conclusion
The above pages have carefully laid a framework for examining whether Elk Grove City needs
to have an SOIA to grow. We make the following key points:
1) Regional growth projections must be the benchmark for evaluating the need for Elk
Growth to expand.
2) SACOG concludes that there is adequate vacant land in Elk Grove to meet 2035 regional
projections
3) Elk Grove’s own Market Study housing and job projections for 2029 are not justified but
they do compare well with SACOG’s projections for 2035. Nevertheless LAFCo’s
Municipal Services Review perpetuates the inflated 2029 population projection by
interpolating it out to 2035
4) Actual vacant city land is 5346 acres and the City make questionable assumption to
reduce it to 2900 acres.
5) Even then the Market Study reveals little or no vacant land shortfall in relation to their
expansion request
6) Both the City and SACOG assume major job growth will occur in Elk Grove. But major
job growth in Elk Grove that would improve the jobs-housing balance is a long shot at
best and it is questionable whether it is in the region’s overall best interest.
7) The July 2013 Municipal Service Review presents bogus new need numbers
8) The Staff Report downplays need analysis and instead focuses on the need for Elk Grove
to have an SOIA in relative proportion to that of other cities in Sacramento County while
offering vague and unenforceable mitigation requirements in an attempt to address the
matter of need.
There are important agriculture and habitat values associated with the lands encompassing Elk
Grove’s SOIA request. The concept that it is entirely appropriate that resource values dictate
where cities should grow and not grow is part of the explicit mission of LAFCos. Given the
clearly demonstrated lack of need for new development beyond the city limits before 2035, these
values are sufficient to trump the City’s argument that it needs to grow in the requested direction.
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